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Our Gallery Space in Hoppers Crossing is designed to promote the development of Visual Artists in 
our region, as well as a cultural meeting point for greater Wyndham region art activities.  

The aim is to create a positive symbiotic relationship between artists, ourselves and the wider art 
loving community – We promote you, you promote us and together we can promote art in the region 

C&H is a privately run commercial gallery space, founded in 2018. The gallery aims to show a 
new     exhibition every three weeks, providing a vibrant cultural space for artists and art lovers 
alike. 

A space for artists to showcase their works, and communicate their practice. Aimed at emerging and 
professional artists the one room space can accommodate large and or intimate works. 

 

‘Culturally connecting our community...’ 

 

 



Our Team

 

C&H Gallery’s team comprises of artists, photographers and picture framing professionals. We all work closely with artists and curators with the aim of 
providing a professional service, from initial consultation to framing and installation to suit your needs. 

We intend to provide exhibitions which reflect the diverse cultures within our region, raising awareness of a range of issues aimed to inspire, educate 
and stimulate viewers. 

We believe visual arts can alter people’s lives for the better, through enrichment and the exploration of a range of cultural practices. We hope to create 
a deeper understanding and engagement with social, environmental and personal issues, through a variety of exhibitions and artistic practices. 

 

“Artists play a vital role  

in helping us explore the human condition” 



 

Our focus for exhibitions and projects

 

We offer our exhibition space for artists and we want to connect with whatever their professional practice might be, we offer the following focus points as 
a guide: 

● Expressions of - Identity - Place - Emotion - Culture 
● Celebrations of - Life - History - Events - People - Diversity 
● A deeper engagement in - Visual Knowledge - Image Creation - The Human Condition 
● A journey of understanding for audiences - Personal - Cultural - Aesthetics - Environment 
● Engagement with young people, families and the wider community 

 

Gallery Space / Layout

 
A single room space with added corners to create more intimate spaces with which to showcase works. 

White walls with a neutral grey painted floor and ambient lighting. 

Some walls incorporate a hanging system, others are designed for hanging directly onto the walls



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Apply

 

Download our Exhibition Application form and return to us at info@pictureframingshak.com.au  

Or in person at C&H Gallery 3/387-393 Old Geelong Rd, Hoppers Crossing.  

mailto:info@thepictureframingshak.com.au

